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Germany… continued

where the business is ongoing, the court may
appoint an IP as a court examiner and empower
the IP with different levels of powers depending
on the circumstances (provisional insolvency). If
insolvency proceedings are later commenced, the
court examiner will, in almost all cases, be
appointed as the administrator or trustee of the
proceedings.

Qualifications
The German Insolvency Code merely states that
an IP has to be qualified and disinterested. The
German Bar Association allows an IP to use the
title, which translates as ‘lawyer specialising in
insolvency’, and this title may only be used if the
office-holder has passed a particular insolvency
course and has demonstrated practical
experience. Most IPs are lawyers but some also
have accounting qualifications.

Selection
The court has sole discretion in choosing an IP
for an insolvency proceeding. The creditors do
not have any legal right to influence the court’s
decision. The creditors may try to influence the
court with their choice of IP but whether such a
request would be accommodated would depend
entirely on the individual court. Creditors,
however, have the right to challenge the court’s
choice of IP at the first creditors’ meeting but in
practice creditors rarely use this right as it is felt
the case is too advanced to warrant a change in
the office-holder.

Supervision
Overall supervision is by the court. In addition,
in the case of a provisional insolvency, the court
may appoint a provisional creditors’ committee,
and, in the case of an actual insolvency, a
creditors’ committee. These committees act as a
forum for the office-holder to discuss any issues
and are also responsible for supervising the case. 
Creditors do not have the right to request an IP
to investigate certain aspects of the case; instead
they may make a request to the court to do so on
their behalf.

Remuneration
When an IP acts as a court examiner he or she is
paid on an hourly basis. Where an IP acts as a
provisional administrator or an administrator, he
or she is paid on a percentage basis. All fees have
to be approved by the court. If the creditors do
not agree with the terms of remuneration they
can appeal the court’s decision. The debtor, as
well as an IP, has the same right of appeal.

Regulation
The German Insolvency Code (Insolvenzordnung) is
the primary legislation that regulates IPs. In
addition, the Gebuhrenordnung applies to any issues
relating to remuneration. Where an IP is a lawyer,
such individuals will be governed by the
laws/regulations that apply to lawyers. These laws,
however, will not apply to them in their capacity as
IPs. There are no other external bodies that
regulate the IPs. In practice, there have rarely been
any cases filed against IPs for fraud or misconduct.

Guernsey

Appointment 
In a désastré, (ie an informal insolvency
procedure where the assets of the debtor are
distributed pro rata amongst his or her creditors)
the insolvency is administered by one of the
creditors under the supervision of the court.
Where an individual is declared insolvent, a
committee of creditors is appointed to follow the
insolvency process. There is no separate regime
in respect of the insolvency of an insurance
company.

Qualifications
There are no formal or minimum qualifications
that are required to be satisfied by a person to be
appointed as an insolvency practitioner. In
practice, in a compulsory winding up, the Royal
Court will only appoint qualified accountants
(not necessarily Guernsey qualified accountants)
to be the liquidator of a company. Similarly, in a
voluntary liquidation in most cases a qualified
accountant or lawyer would act as an IP. The
court has the power to appoint a receiver or
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administrator in Guernsey only in relation to a
protected cell company and although no practice
has yet to be developed in respect of such
appointments, the court is likely to follow the
approach adopted in relation to the appointment
of a liquidator.

Selection 
In a compulsory liquidation, the liquidator is
nominated by the party seeking the liquidation
although the court has the power to override that
request. In a voluntary liquidation, the
shareholders choose the liquidator. If, however,
the creditors are able to show good cause to have
a new insolvency practitioner appointed, then
they have the right to seek an order from the
court. In respect of a declaration of insolvency,
the committee of creditors is appointed by the
Court and is supervised by a Jurat, sitting as a
commissioner of the court. A receiver or
administrator of a protected cell company is
nominated by the person seeking the
appointment and is under the court’s supervision.

Supervision 
In a compulsory liquidation a commissioner of
the court supervises the liquidator’s actions as

well as the debtors. In a voluntary liquidation, the
shareholders initially supervise the liquidator,
although interested parties have the right to seek
directions from the court. In a désastré, the
judgment creditor who has initiated the désastré,
supervises the process under the supervision of
the court. A receiver or administrator appointed
by the court in respect of a protected cell
company is responsible to the court.

Remuneration 
In a compulsory liquidation, the liquidator’s
remuneration is subject to the confirmation of the
court and is generally calculated on a time-spent
basis. In a voluntary liquidation, the members of
the company will approve the liquidator’s
remuneration although a creditor may have the
right to object. In a désastré and in a declaration
of insolvency, the costs of the commissioner
appointed by the court to supervise various stages
of the procedure are fixed on a statutory scale.
The costs of an administrator or receiver
appointed in relation to a protected cell company
are subject to the supervision of the court.

Regulation
There is no regulation of insolvency professionals.

Hong Kong

Appointment
An Insolvency Practitioner (‘IP’) is appointed to
almost all types of insolvency proceedings in
Hong Kong. There are various types of
insolvency appointments including:
• supervisor or trustee of a contractual

arrangement between creditors and debtors
• scheme administrator or manager of a scheme

of arrangement sanctioned by the Court
• receiver and manager or Court-appointed

receiver
• special manager/provisional

liquidator/liquidator in a members’ voluntary
liquidation (MVL), creditors’ voluntary
liquidation (CVL) or compulsory liquidation. 

IPs may also be appointed as a trustee in
bankruptcy. The same body of IPs deal with
insolvent insurance companies.

Qualifications
There is no general requirement under Hong
Kong law for a receiver, liquidator or a trustee in
bankruptcy to have a professional qualification
or be licensed, and any person who is not (i) an
undischarged bankrupt or (ii) a body corporate
can practise as an IP. However, a provisional
liquidator appointed in a CVL under section
228A of the Companies Ordinance must be
either a solicitor or a professional accountant. 
With regard to compulsory liquidation, the
Official Receiver’s Office (‘ORO’) operates two
panels (‘Panel A’ and ‘Panel T’) under which
liquidation work is contracted out to private
sector IPs on a rota system. The Panel A scheme is
administered jointly by the ORO and the Hong
Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(‘HKIPCA’). In non-summary compulsory


